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Luke Skywalker

Luke Skywalker is a Tatooine farmboy who rises from humble 

beginnings to become one of the greatest Jedi the galaxy has ever 

known. Along with his friends Princess Leia and Han Solo, Luke 

battles the evil Empire, discovers the truth of his parentage, and 

ends the tyranny of the Sith.



Leia Organa

Princess Leia Organa is one of the Rebel Alliance’s greatest leaders, 

fearless on the battlefield and dedicated to ending the tyranny of 

the Empire. Daughter of Padmé Amidala and Anakin Skywalker, 

sister of Luke Skywalker, and with a soft spot for scoundrels, Leia 

ranks among the galaxy’s great heroes.



Han Solo

Smuggler. Scoundrel. Hero. Han Solo, captain of the Millennium Falcon, 

is one of the great leaders of the Rebel Alliance. He and his co-pilot 

Chewbacca come to believe in the cause of galactic freedom, joining 

Luke Skywalker and Princess Leia Organa in the fight against the 

Empire.



Chewbacca

A legendary Wookiee warrior and Han Solo’s co-pilot aboard the 

Millennium Falcon, Chewbacca is part of a core group of Rebels 

who restore freedom to the galaxy. He has stuck with Han through 

years of turmoil that have changed both the galaxy and their lives.



Darth Vader

Once a heroic Jedi Knight, Darth Vader was seduced by the dark side of 

the Force, became a Sith Lord, and led the Empire’s eradication of the 

Jedi Order. He remains in service of the Emperor – the evil Darth Sidious – 

for decades. But there is still good in him…



C-3PO (See-Threepio)

C-3PO is a golden droid programmed for etiquette and protocol 

and is fluent in over six million forms of communication. Over the 

years, he has been involved in some of the galaxy’s most defining 

moments and thrilling battles. He is an essential companion to his 

master Luke Skywalker and to the Rebel Alliance.



R2-D2 (Artoo-Detoo)

The ever-faithful R2-D2 is a feisty astromech droid of surprising 

determination and resourcefulness. R2-D2 shows great bravery in 

rescuing his masters and their friends from many perils. A skilled starship 

mechanic and fighter pilot’s assistant, he forms an unlikely but enduring 

friendship with the protocol droid C-3PO.



Emperor Palpatine / Darth Sidious

Scheming, powerful, and evil to the core, Darth Sidious restores the 

Sith and destroys the Jedi Order. Living a double life, Sidious is in fact 

Palpatine, a Naboo Senator and phantom menace. He slowly manipulates 

the political system of the Galactic Republic until he is named Supreme 

Chancellor – and eventually Emperor – ruling the galaxy through fear and 

tyranny.



Yoda

Yoda is a legendary Jedi Master and stronger than most in his connection 

with the Force. Small in size but wise and powerful, he trains Jedi for over 

800 years, playing integral roles in the Clone Wars, the instruction of Luke 

Skywalker, and unlocking the path to immortality.



Lando Calrissian

Once a smooth-talking smuggler, Lando Calrissian changes from 

a get-rich-quick schemer to a selfless leader in the fight against 

the Empire. From adventures with the Ghost crew of rebels to 

the attack on Death Star II, his quick wit and daring prove to be 

invaluable.



A long time ago in a galaxy far, 

far away....



001

Luke Skywalker has returned 

to his home planet of Tatooine 

in an attempt to rescue his friend 

Han Solo from the clutches of the 

vile gangster Jabba the Hutt.

Little does Luke know that

the GALACTIC EMPIRE has 

secretly begun construction 

on a new armored space station 

even morepowerful than the 

first dreaded Death Star.

When completed, this 

ultimate weapon spells

certain doom for the small 

band of rebels struggling to

restore freedom to the galaxy….
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① bait  n. 诱饵 ② admonishment n. 劝诫 ③ clutch  n. 控制

PROLOGUE

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away.... 

After the destruction of the Death Star, 

the Sith Lord Darth Vader became obsessed 

with finding Rebel pilot Luke Skywalker. Vader 

almost caught him on the ice planet Hoth, but 

Luke — hoping to learn more about the Jedi 

arts — fled to Dagobah, where he trained with 

the aged Jedi Master Yoda. 

With the aid of the bounty hunter Boba Fett, 

Darth Vader captured Luke Skywalker’s friends 

and used them as bait① to lure Luke into a trap 

on Cloud City. Despite Yoda’s admonishments②, 

Luke went to save them, only to be brutally 

wounded in a lightsaber duel with Vader. The 

Sith Lord further stunned his adversary with 

the declaration that he was really Luke’s father. 

Vader’s claim was all the more shocking because 

Luke’s trusted mentor Ben Kenobi — the Jedi 

Master formerly known as Obi-Wan Kenobi — 

had once told Luke that his father had been 

murdered by Vader. 

Luke managed to escape Vader’s clutches③, 
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① vile  adj. 邪恶的

but not before his friend Han Solo — a slightly 

reformed smuggler — had been frozen in a 

block of carbonite and turned over to Boba Fett. 

After several run-ins with competing bounty 

hunters, Boba Fett delivered Han’s frozen form 

to the vile① gangster Jabba the Hutt on the sand 

planet Tatooine. 

While Luke and his allies prepared to rescue 

Han, the evil Emperor Palpatine sent Darth 

Vader to a remote sector of space, where the 

Empire’s most powerful secret weapon was now 

under construction....



CHAPTER  1
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CHAPTER  1

The second Death Star was far from 

finished.

Suspended in a synchronous① orbit of the 

gas giant Endor’s forest-covered moon, the space 

station was — at its present stage — an immense 

exposed superstructure, only partially covered 

by armored② plating. Enormous skeletal girders③ 

curled away from the completed areas, wrapping 

protectively around the internal reactor core 

that ran between the station’s poles. Even in its 

unfinished state, it was obvious that the station 

would be sphere-shaped.

And like its predecessor, the station had a 

superlaser focus lens positioned in its upper 

hemisphere and a trench④ that ringed the 

equator. However, it had none of the former 

Death Star’s design flaws. The redesigned 

superlaser would require mere minutes — not 

hours — to be recharged, and could be focused 

more finely, allowing it to fire at moving targets, 

such as capital ships. With a projected diameter 

of 160 kilometers and a substantial increase 

① synchronous  adj. 同步的 ② armored  adj. 装甲的 ③ girder  n. 大梁
④ trench  n. 壕沟
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in firepower, the new Death Star would be not 

only larger than the original but also much more 

lethal.

An Imperial Star Destroyer arrived near 

the building site, then a Lambda-class shuttle 

and two TIE fighters dropped out of the Star 

Destroyer’s main hangar①. As the shuttle and 

its escorts traveled toward the Death Star, 

its captain spoke into a comlink: “Command 

station, this is STThree-twenty-one. Code 

Clearance Blue. We’re starting our approach. 

Deactivate the security shield.” 

From the Death Star, a controller answered, 

“The secur i ty  deflector② sh ie ld  wi l l  be 

deactivated when we have confirmation of your 

code transmission. Stand by... you are clear to 

proceed.” 

“We’re starting our approach.”

On the shuttle, Darth Vader peered through 

a window at the monstrous assemblage③. He 

thought, Even if it succeeds where the previous 

Death Star failed, it is an infant’s trinket④ 

compared to the power of the Force.

As Vader’s shuttle neared the space station’s 

equatorial trench, its hinged port and starboard 

① hangar  n. 飞机库 ② deflector  n. 导向装置 ③ assemblage  n. 集合物
④ trinket  n. 不值钱的小玩意儿
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wings raised in preparation for landing. The TIE 

fighters peeled off, and the shuttle proceeded to 

enter a wide hangar, where it touched down on 

a gleaming black deck. 

In the Death Star control room, the shield 

operators sat rigidly behind their consoles. A 

control officer turned from a viewport, faced 

one of the shield operators, and said, “Inform 

the commander that Lord Vader’s shuttle has 

arrived.” 

“Yes, sir,” the shield operator quicky replied.

The Death Star’s commanding officer was 

Moff Jerjerrod, a tall, confident technocrat① 

who had risen through the ranks of Logistics 

and Supply. Jerjerrod hurried to the hangar 

and walked quickly past the Imperial officers 

and white-armored stormtroopers who stood 

at attention before the landed shuttle. Despite 

his confidence, Jerjerrod swallowed nervously 

as the shuttle’s landing ramp lowered. There 

wasn’t a single Imperial soldier who hadn’t 

heard about Darth Vader’s predilection② for 

strangling③ those who’d failed to carry out his 

orders. Jerjerrod had no intention of having his 

name added to Vader’s list of kills. 

① technocrat  n. 技术专家 ② predilection  n. 偏好 ③ strangle  v. 掐死
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